Morrisville State College Duals
With University of Scranton, Apprentice School
12 p.m.; Morrisville, New York

Morrisville 22, Apprentice School 23

125: Marcus Chevres (AS) def. Justin DeLaMonthe (MSC) 15-7 0-4
133: Joseph Lanza (MSC) def. Daniel Gular (AS) 3-2 3-4
141: David Alexandrea (MSC) def. Tywana Holley, injury defeat 9-4
149: Matt Perry (AS) def. Nate Cross (MSC), major dec. 14-3 9-8
157: Ricky Anderson (AS) def. Rob Carter (MSC), fall 1:45 9-14
165: Will Harcum (AS) def. Mike Ezzo (MSC), fall 1:07 9-20
174: Francois Guerrier (MSC) def. Charles Mills (AS), major dec. 15-5 13-20
184: Wheeler Brunschmid (MSC) def. Austen Damico (AS), fall 1:18 19-20
197: James Button (MSC) def. Daniel Hare (AS), major dec. 19-13 22-20
285: Cecil Lee (AS) def. James Lamonica (MSC) 4-2 OT 22-23

Apprentice 28, University of Scranton 18

125: Marcus Chevres (AS) def. James Roth (SCR), fall 6:12 6-0
133: William Sexton (AS) def. Dan Lutz (SCR) 6-3 9-0
141: Mike Ebert (SCR) def. Daniel Gular (AS), fall 0:48 9-6
149: Ricky Anderson (AS) def. Tom Manning (SCR), fall 2:20 15-6
157: Mike Guenther (SCR) def. Matt Perry (AS) 4-3 15-9
165: Will Harcum (AS) def. Steve Glickman (SCR), major dec. 16-7 19-9
174: Charles Mills (AS) def. Matthew Terry (SCR), fall 2:05 25-9
184: Quentin Bowling (AS) def. Stephen Zafarino (SCR) 8-6 OT 28-9
197: Joe Williams (SCR) def. Daniel Hare (AS) 12-9 28-12

Morrisville State 18, University of Scranton 19

125: James Roth (SCR) def. Joseph Lanza (MSC) 9-7 0-3
133: Justin Delamontine (MSC) def. Adam Gault (SCR), tech fall 15-0 5-3
141: Mike Ebert (SCR) def. David Alexandrea (MSC), major dec. 13-2 5-7
149: Nate Cross (MSC) def. Tom Manning (SCR) 4-3 8-7
157: Mike Gunther (SCR) def. Robert Carter (MSC) 4-3 8-10
165: Mike Ezzo (MSC) def. Steve Glickman (SCR), major dec. 11-3 12-10
174: Chad McCray (MSC) def. Matt Terry (SCR) 11-7 15-10
184: Wheeler Brunschmid (MSC) def. Stephen Zafarino (SCR) 9-3 18-10
197: Joe Williams (SCR) def. James Button (MSC) 3-2 18-13
285: Neil Slocum (SCR) def. Sam O'Donnell (MSC), fall 5:55 18-19